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ABSTRACT
“I think biomark ers are patentable, depending on how they’re claimed.”
— Rochelle k. Seide
How will today 's biote c hnologic al inv e ntions withstand the se a of c hange in intellec tual prope rty law? M ost lik ely,
the answer will vary from one invention to the next – according to wh ich side o f the litigation it fa lls on.
Re pe rc ussions from re ce nt pate nt c ase s in the diffe re nt jurisdictions c ontinue to be fe lt in a v ariety of ways. But for
biotec h pate nts, the mov e me nt has yet to crystallise into de finitiv e guidelines issue d by the c ourts. The c once rn is
that c hanges in pate nt law may ultimate ly c ome at the ex pe nse of innov ation within the industry. Thus, the paper
aims at the proper understanding of the latest trends in biotech patents.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The tech no lo gy has generally been associated mo re with ch emistry and phy sics and less with the
biology. The Organisation for Economic Corporation and Development (“OECD” ) defined
bio techno lo gy as “the app lication of scien ce and techno lo gy to liv in g o rgan is ms, as well as p arts,
products and models thereof to alter living and non-living materials for the production of
knowledge goods and services”.1
The existing intellectual property laws struggle to cope up with the challenges posed by the
techno lo gical advances as th ey were f ramed in an age wh en th ese advances were no t foreseen by
the framers. The traditional doctrines of intellectual property laws have been extended to new
sub ject matters su ch as gen es, pro teins, and o ther un icellu lar and mu lti-cellu lar liv in g organ isms,
which previously remained outside the grab of intellectual property law. Moreover, rapid
advances in genomics have raised the intellectual property protection debate for scientific
information. Intellectual property rights (“IPR”) developers and holders claim that new
technologies such as biotechnology fall within the existing bundle of the IPR, while end -users
assert that technological change is so significant that contemporary intellectual property laws do
not apply.
II. BIOTECHNOLOGY AND PATENTS: FRENEMY RELATION
One of the most contentious issues in biotechnology-IPR is the disclosure in the patentability of
biotechnology. The traditional patent doctrine, patentable subject matter, novelty, nonobvio usn ess (inven tiv e step), u tility (indu strial app licab ility ) and written descrip tion, stru ggle
while dealing with the biotechnology inventions, especially genetic inventions. Human genes
have become one of the most controversial subject matter of patent law because of its diverse
nature.
One of the common objections against the gene patents is that genes are naturally occurring
entities that are there to be discovered but not invented. In the context of gene patents, the line
between discovery and invention is very thin and sometimes even discoveries are patentable
through a broad interpretation of patent laws. With the development of genomics and the
success of the human genome project, a gene becomes more important because of its
informational content rather than its material qualities. Here the question arises, whether a gene
as information is a patent-eligible subject matter or not. Some critics see it as a departure from
the traditional patent doctrine which is based on an agreement to disclose information in

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], Glossary of Statistical Terms (May 2001),
https://sta ts.oecd.org/glossa ry/deta il.a sp?ID=219.
1
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exchange for giving the inventor right over material invention.2
They also argue that a gene being patentable subject-matter as information would not only
challenge the traditional patent system, but also pose a great challenge to those who need access
to information.3 Further owning or treating genetic material as a property is a concern which
could lead to monopolies exhibiting unethical behavior in healthcare and other industries.
On the legal end, genetic patents are currently on the hot seat in the courtrooms with some
patents being upheld, others not. Many academics feel that the legal patent requirements of
“utility,” “non-obviousness” and “sufficiently isolated or transformed” are not being
appropriately met and that there should be a higher standard for patent acceptance.
The evolving jurisprudence of gene patent stems from the biotech patent practices of different
countries. The scope and coverage of biotechnology patents vary from country to country. Even
in th e coun tries hav in g similar paten t laws, such as the Un ited States of America and Can ada, the
judicial interpretation of the courts differ significantly, and it is the judicial decisions rather than
the legislative efforts that have shaped the fate of biotechnology patents in both the countries.
In Eu rope and Ind ia, signif ican t legislative efforts hav e p rov ided elabo rate legislative pro vision s
regarding biotechnology patents. Both Europe and India have a list of patentable and nonpatentable subject matter in their respective legislations. These jurisdictions contain the ordre
public and mo ra lity clau ses to check the paten tab ility of b io techno lo gical inven tions wh ereas th e
USA and Canada lack such provisions in their patent laws.
… Statu tory p rov ision regard in g the pu b lic o rder o r morality ex clusio n under the
Indian Patents law states that “an inven tion the primary or intended use or co mmercia l
exploitation of which could be contrary to public order or morality or which causes serious
prejudice to human, animal or plant life or health or to the environment”.4
… Statu to ry p rov ision regard in g th e p ub lic o rder o r morality exclu sion und er the
Eu ropean Paten t Conven tio n states th at paten ts ‘sha ll no t be gran ted in resp ect of
inve ntions the c omme rcial ex ploitation of whic h would be c ontrary to “ordre public ” or moral ity
and that ‘suc h e x ploitation shall not be dee me d to be so c ontrary me re ly be c ause it is prohibited
by law or regulation in some or all of the Contracting states.5
Kailash Choudhary states that “United States of America never had an exception of morality or
Kshitij Kuma r Singh, Biotechnology a nd Intellectua l Property Rights: Lega l a nd Socia l Implica tions (2015).
Id.
4 The India n Pa tent Act, 1970, No. 39, Acts of Pa rlia ment, 1970, § 3 (India ).
5 Convention on the Gra nt of Europea n Pa tents, a rt 53, Oct. 5, 1973, 1065 U.N.T.S. 199.
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ordre public in their patent laws however, such requirement was fixed by the courts but the same
was rarely used. The United States Patents and Trademark Office (“USPTO”) in the late nineties
invoked the Moral Utility Doctrine in order to check the controversial applications related to
biotechnology inventions However the courts criticised this because according to them, it is the
legislature and not the executive which can define the boundaries of the law. Hence there are
very a few examples where the morality exception was raised by the USPTO.” 6
Patenting of genetically engineered mouse called Harvard Oncomouse received different
responses in the USA, Canada and Europe which demonstrates diverse patent approaches
towards higher life forms.
“In the case of OncoMouse, the exclusion under Article 53(a) of the EPC was
argued for the first time. In this case, the subject matter of patent application was
a mouse which has been genetically modified to carry an oncogene in order to
make them more vulnerable to cancer. The object of the invention is to use these
modified mice in cancer research. Upon examination of the application, the EPO
rejected the application stating that the animal varieties are not patentable.
However, on appeal the Technical Board of Appeal applies the morality clause
under Article 53(a). The technical board is of view that genetically modifying a
mammal and that to ensure that it will develop cancer was very problematic as
the same cause sufferin g to the an imal. Ho wever, th e Board of Appeal fo rwarded
the application back to the examination division stating that while considering
morality, the Office should balance inventions utility to mankind with the
suffering caused to the animals. The Board accordingly held the genetically
modified mouse to be patentable on the grounds that the same was for the
benefit of humanity.”7
The Supreme Court of America in, Association for Molecular Pathology et al vs. Myriad Genetics, Inc., et
al8, had made no mention of “human” v/s “non-human” DNA in their decision and simply
ru led that natu rally occurrin g DNA sequ encin gs are ineligib le to be paten ted . The cou rt also h eld
that complementary DNA (C-DNA) can be patented because it does not occur in nature. It is
the transcript of natural protein encoding DNA sequence from which non -coding sequences
called intron have been removed.
Ka ila sh Choudha ry, Ordre Public a nd Mora lity Exclusions from Pa tenta bility (2012).
Harvard College v. Canada (Commissioner of Patent), 2002 SCC 76 (Can.). See also, Board of Appeal of the
Europea n Pa tent Office, (July 6 2004), available at http://www.jurisd iction .com/ha rva rdvca na da .html.
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Associa tion for Molecula r Pa thology et a l. v. Myria d Genetics Inc., 569 U.S. 576 (2013).
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“…The Supreme Court held that naturally occurring gene sequences, and their
natural derivative products, are not patent eligible. Under S. 101 of the Patent
Act, the discovery of natural products does not warrant a patent. However, the
Court also held that the creation of a new product in a lab exempts that product
from being a product of nature. Therefore, gene sequences refined by synthetic
processes to create molecules that do not occur naturally are patent eligib le.” 9
In 1980 , the Sup reme Cou rt decided in th e famous, Dia mond vs. Chakrabo rthy 1 0, that a new strain
of bacteria produced artificially (by bacterial recombination, not genetic engineering) was a
patentable invention. Although Chakroborthy’s bacteria did not produce a useful product, they
had the useful property that they could feed on and so disperse, oil slicks. Since the product
which could be sold would be the bacterial strain itself, it was important to have a per se claim to
the micro-organism.
“… Alive, man-made microorganism is a non-naturally occurring composition
and therefore may be patented. Resolution of this issue is, regardless of its
philosophical implications, strictly a matter of statutory construction. The
relevant statute here, 35 U.S.C. § 101, defines as patentable any new and useful
“manufacture” or “composition of matter,” among other things. It is a basic rule
of construction that words are given their natural, ordinary meanings. There can
be little doubt that microorganisms produced by recombinant DNA technology
may be said to be manufactured and to be compositions of matter. For purposes
of patent law, the fact they are alive is not relevant. Although it is true that
naturally-occurring products may not be patented, a genetically-engineered
microorganism is not naturally occurring. While this Court recognises that
reco mb inan t DNA techno lo gy is a con trov ersial field, it is ill -eq u ipped to b alance
the competing values and interests manifested therein; this is a task for
Con gress. Since the paten t laws clearly inclu de materials such as are at issue h ere
within their scope, and no specific law exists to exclude it, the only appropriate
holding is that recombinant DNA-p roduced microorgan isms are patentable.” 1 1
III. HUMAN GENETIC PATENTS: A NEW CHALLENGE TO BIOTECHNOLOGY PATENTS
There are groups, which see the patenting of life forms such as the human gene plainly wrong
and some others who do not consider it necessarily wrong but in terms of its consequences.
Id.
Dia mond v. Cha kra borty, 447 U.S. 303 (1980).
11Id.
9
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Sometimes the problem does not lie in the availability of the patents, but the way that granted
patents are being asserted by the ruthless corporations to the detriment of the public and
especially vulnerable people such as the patients. 12 The opposition was driven by a variety of
concern s includ in g th e effects of such p aten tin g o n the env iron men t, an imal welfare, sustainab le
development, public health and patient’s rights. One of the most fundamental objections
regarding gene patents is based on religious conviction—the notion that humans are ‘playing
God’.13
As regards to patenting of a gene, it is always contended that a gene occurs naturally, hence it is
the product of nature and is not new/novel. With the rapid advancement in the field of
mo lecu lar b io lo gy and gen etics, gene sequen cin g once co nsidered as a labo rious manual task has
become a highly automated and routine part of laboratory practice.
This presents a great challenge to the inventive step/non-obviousness criterion. There is a
significant challenge to the utility criterion as patents are being granted on gene fragments of
unkno wn function s and gen e sequ ences of limited or qu estion ab le u tility. Since great uncertain ty
is involved in genetic technology, sometimes the description of an invention is not full. Many
patents claimed are far more than what the inventor actually discovered (e.g. claiming the
sequence of a protein within the patent and then also asserting rights over all the DNA
sequences that encode that protein without describing those DNA sequences). 14 The unique
nature of the science of genetics is the main reason for this failure.
Since a gene comprises a number of elements, therefore, it is possible that a number of patents
could be granted in relation to one gene. For instance, in relation to a particular gene, patents
could be sought for the full sequence of the gene, an expressed sequence tag (“EST”), a single
nucleotide polymorphism (“SNP”) or other variations of the gene, its promoter or enhancer, its
individual exons or some other combination of the sequence.15 Furthermore, a gene may be the
subject of a product patent, process patent and use patent. For example, a product patent would
cover the sequence itself which may be a product sold as a diagnostic tool to determine whether
a particular gene is present or not.16 There could also be a product patent asserting rights over a
gene and its product protein. The scope of the product patent is relatively wide as it asserts rights
Timothy A. Ca ufliled & Brya n Wllia m Jones, The Commercia liza tion of Genetic Resea rch: Ethica l, Lega l, a nd
Policy Issues (1999).
13ALAIN POTTAGE, THE INSCRIPTION OF LIFE IN LAW: GENES, PATENTS, AND BIO-POLITICS, 61 mod. l. rev. 740
(1998).
14Id.
15 Potta ge, supra note 13.
16Id.
12
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over all the uses of that product.17
A process patent may apply to some method of isolation and purification of a gene. As
compared to a product patent, a process patent is unlikely to assert rights over the sequence of
the gene itself. However, if the gene or protein is an element of a process or method that is used
to produce some other product, the process patent may assert rights over the sequence of the
gene.18
The use patent relates to a specific use of a gene. It could take the form of the use of a gene or
part of its sequence in the manufacture of medicine. It could also be framed in terms of the use
of a gene for the diagnosis of a disease. The use patents in relation to gene and genetic
components are very controversial due to their broad scope. 19 Commenting on the use patent
practice of Myriad over BRCA 1, the Nuffield Council of Bioethics observed:
“A broad use patent for a diagnostic test for BRCA1 that referred specifically to
breast cancer would give the owner rights over all testing for that genetic
susceptibility to breast cancer but not for other diseases. However, the effect of
the patent owner having broad property rights over the diagnostic use of the
gene for just one disease, would be that the patent owner has the monopoly over
all ways of testing for that disease. This is because, even though the use patent
does not include the sequence itself in the patent claims, in practice any other
diagnostic test for the disease specified in a use patent would infringe that
patent.” 20
So, the actual scope of gene patents depends upon the extent of the analysis carried out by the
examiner at the relevant patent office. In addition to this, with the recent advancement in the
field of genomics, gene has become more important as information rather than as a tangible
entity. This transformation raises the issue of patent eligibility of information, which has been
excluded f ro m p aten tin g as ‘scien tif ic tru ths and abstract id eas’. 21 Paten tin g gene as info rmation
has been viewed as a departure from the long-established patent practice.22
IV.
DESCRIPTION AND DEPOSITION REQUIREMENT
As per Article 27(3)(b), of Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights Agreement
See Timothy R. Holbrook & Ma rk D. Ja nis, Patent-Eligible Processes: An Audience Perspective, 17 VAND . J.
349 (2015).
18 Da n L. Burk, Are Human Genes Patentable?, 44 iic int'l rev. intellectua l prop. & competition l. 747 (2013).
19Id.
20 Da n L. Burk, The Curious Incident of the Supreme Court in Myriad Genetics, 90 NOTRE DAME L . REV. 505 (2014).
21 Ja mes D.Wa tson et a l., Molecula r Biology of the Gene, (4th ED. 1974).
22 Da n L. Burk & Ma rk A. Lemley, Inherency, 47 WM . & MARY L . REV. 371 (2005).
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(“TRIPS”), microo rgan isms, non -b io lo gical and microb io lo gical p rocesses can be paten ted. 2 3 It is
only given to tho se inven tion s th at inclu de genetic mod if ication and inserts v aluab le ch aracters in
microorganisms that were initially not present in the natural form of that organism. This can be
attenuation of bacterial strain, making it less infective which is required during vaccine
prep aration (such as th e tu bercu lo sis vaccine) 24 , o r genetically mo dif ied o il-eatin g bacteria 2 5etc.
One of the mandatory obligations for the grant of a patent for an invention is its repeatability by
a person who has knowledge in that field, with work related to non-biological in nature, testing
of the invention is an easy process as most of the ingredients of work are stable in nature.
However, working with microorganisms is a very different phenomenon as bacteria always
change their character in native environment due to selective pressure making it difficult to
repeat the experiment that was previously performed/claimed by the inventor. The approach
developed to meet this problem is that of a deposition of the strain in a recognised culture and
collection , wh ich will main tain the strain in v iab le cond ition s and make samp les of it availab le to
the public. Under the US Patent law, the disposition had to be made on or before the U.S. filing
date, but no access to the deposited strain need to be allowed until the patent was granted,
whereupon it had to be made available unconditionally to the public. In 1985, in Ex Parte
Lundak 26, the Court of Appeal for the Federal Circuit held that it was not essential that the
deposit be made by the date of filing of the application, so long as the applicant had the strain
and could make it available to the USPTO upon request. Deposit could be made at any time
during the pendency of the application, and the addition to the specification of information
about the deposit did not constitute a new matter. The requirement that as on date of the grant,
the strain must be publicly available from a recognised depository remained unchanged.
The majority of developed countries have now decided that the inventor must deposit
microorganisms in pure and viable form for its patent purpose in a depository house also known
as bacterial depository bank or International Depository Authority (“IDA”) as per the rules and
regulations set by the international body in the form Budapest Treaty.27 Further, single
deposition of sample will be sufficient for its recognition for patent purposes by other countries
that are part of this treaty.

K.D. Ra ju, WTO and TRIPS Obligations and Patent Amendments in India: A Critical Stocktaking, 9 JIPR 242 (2004).
Sa rma n Singh et a l., Evolution of M. Bovis BCG Vaccine: Is Niacin Production Still a Valid Biomarker?, 1 TUBE RC UL OS IS
RESEARCH AND TREATMENT 1(2015).
25 H.S. Cha wla , Patenting of Biological Material and Biotechnology, 10 JIPR 44–51 (2005).
26 In Re Robert L. Lunda k, 773 F.2d 1216, (Fed. Cir. 1985).
27Budapest Treaty On The International Recognition Of The Deposit Of Microorganisms For The Purposes Of
Patent Procedure, Apr. 28, 1977, [Hereinafter, “Budapest Treaty”],.
23
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“… In 1974, the Director General of WIPO convened a Committee of Experts
to discuss the possibilities of international cooperation over the deposit of
microorganisms for patent purposes. The essence of the solution prepared in
discussions of this Committee was that certain culture collections should be
recognized as depositary authorities and that a deposit made with any one of
them should be recognized as valid for patent purposes by all the countries in
which protection for the relevant invention was sought. The Committee of
Experts also found that the conclusion of a treaty would be necessary to put this
proposed solution into effect. …The Diplomatic Conference, which was
attended by representatives of 29 States members of the Paris Union for the
Protection of Industrial Property and observers from two non-member States of
the Paris Union, the Interim Committee of the European Patent Organisation,
and non-governmental international organizations, adopted a treaty with the title
“Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit of
Microorganisms for the Purposes of Patent Procedure,” together with
Regulations under the Treaty.”28
It establishes a list of IDAs, a single deposit made at any of the signatory states will suffice for
all.29
“… Under the Treaty, certain culture collections are recognized as “international
depositary au tho rities” (IDA’s). Any Co n tractin g State wh ich allo ws or requ ires
the deposit of microorganisms for the purposes of patent procedure must
recognize, for those purposes, a deposit made in any IDA, wherever that IDA
may b e. Similarly, if any in tergovern men tal indu strial p rop erty o rgan ization (e.g.,
the European Patent Office) files a formal declaration with the Director General
of WIPO to the effect that, for its own patent purposes, it accepts the provisions
of the Treaty and the Regulations, then it too must recognize a deposit made in
any IDA.”30
“..Any culture collection can become an IDA provided that it has been formally
nominated by the Contracting State on whose territory it is located and that that
Contracting State has furnished solemn assurances that the collection complies
Id.
World Intellectual Property Organization [“WIPO”], International Depository Authority, available at
http://www.wipo.int/bu da pest/en/ida db/.
30Id.
28
29
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and will continue to comply with the requirements of the Treaty and the
Regulations. The most important of these are that the IDA will be available on
the same terms to any depositor, that it will accept and store microorganisms
deposited with it for the full period specified by the Treaty, and that it will
furnish samples of deposited microorganisms only to those entitled to receive
them. An intergovernmental industrial property organization which has filed the
declaration referred to in paragraph 6 similarly may furn ish assu rances in resp ect
of a culture collection located on the territory of one of its member States.”
Budapest Treaty has given clear rules and regulations of creation and maintenance of an IDA,
daily working protocol of an IDA and guidelines to the depositor. It was decided that each
member country will make an IDA for microorganism’s deposition with the full infrastructural
facility and that IDA will accep t microo rgan isms fro m dep osito rs of th e nativ e coun try as well as
outside from country. One of the burning issues that were solved in this treaty was to stop
multiple deposition of sample in more than one IDA for patent purpose. The treaty says that a
single deposition of sample for patent purpose in an IDA will be enough to give recognition by
other member countries of the Budapest treaty.31
Since Ind ia acceded an d ratif ied th e Bud apest Treaty on December 17 2001 , th erefore b io lo gical
material which is not available to the public, access to that material is available in the depository
institution only after the date of the application of patent. The Controller General of Patents,
Designs and Trademarks had issued a notification regarding the aforesaid, on July 2nd, 2014,
which states as follows:
"According to the provisions of the Act, the deposition of such material in an
International Depository Authority (IDA) under the Budapest Treaty shall not be
later than the date of filing of patent application in India. However, the reference of
deposition of biological material in the patent application shall be made within
three months from the date of filing of such application as per Rule 13(8) of the
Patents Rules, 2003.” 32
In view of the above and according to the provision of Section 10 of Indian Patent Act, the

WIPO,
Introduction
to
the
Budapest
treaty,
http://www.wipo.int/expo rt/sites/ www/trea ties/en/registra tion/buda p est/gu ide/pdf/in troduc tion .pdf .
32Office of the Controller General Patents, Designs and Trade Marks, Government of India, No. CG/F/ Public
Notice / 2014/22, (July 2 n d , 2014), www.ip ind ia .n ic .in/write rea dda ta/Portal/ Ne ws/159_1_115-pub lic-notice
02july2014.pdf.
31
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applicants should ensure that the deposition of the biological material to the IDA is made prior
to the date of filing of patent application in India and the reference of such deposition in the
specification is made within three months from the date of filing of such application, if the same
is not already made. Further according to Section 10(4)(d)(ii), “if the applicant mentions a
biological material in the specification which may not be described in such a way as to satisfy
clauses (a) and (b), and if such material is not available to the public, the application shall be
co mp leted by d epositin g th e material to an in ternational d eposito ry au thority u nder the Bu dapest
Treaty and by fulfilling the following conditions, namely:(A) the deposit of the material shall be made not later than the date of filing the patent
application in India and a reference thereof shall be made in the specification within the
prescribed period;
(B) all the available characteristics of the material required for it to be correctly identified
or indicated are included in the specification including the name, address of the
depository institution and the date and number of the deposit of the material at the
institution;
(C) access to the material is available in the depository institution only after the date of
the application of patent in India or if a priority is claimed after the date of the priority;
(D) disclose the source and geographical origin of the biological material in the
specification, when used in an invention.” 33
V.
CONVENTION ON BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY (CBD) AND IDA
CBD was signed by more than 150 countries during the Earth Summit at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
in 1992.34 The agreement gives the right to nations to conserve their biodiversity. The aim
includes conservation of biological resources, sustainable use of biological diversity and equal
sharing of benefit among the people who are using the genetic resources of biodiversity. IDA,
which is used for safe and long-term deposition of microorganisms, can work as a preservation
house for microbial population. 35 In view of the above situation, two organisations; World
Federation of Culture Collections (“WFCC”) and World Data Centre for Microorganisms
(“WDCM”) were established. The WFCC is an institution that helps in establishment of culture
collections centres. It gives different guidelines for establishment, authentication and
maintenance of cultures in culture centres. Also, it creates a platform for online networking
The India n Pa tent Act, 1970, No. 39, Acts of Pa rlia ment, 1970, § 10.
Convention on Biologica l Diversity, History of the Convention, https://www.cbd.int/h isto ry/.
35 Abhishek Pa ra shar, International Depository Authority and its Role in Microorganism’s Deposition, 11(8) J. Clin, & Dia gn.
Res. DE01 (2017).
33
34
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between cu ltu re cen tres for better co mmun ication s. WFCC has created WDCM who se main ro le
is to maintain statistical data of the culture collection centres which includes how many people
are working, what kind of cultures are maintained in each culture centres, different facilities
provided by culture centres etc.36
VI.
CONCLUSION
It may be concluded that since the biotechnology based processes and products have now
assumed an increasing importance in the global economy, there is a definite need to globally
harmonise policies and procedures in respect of protection of intellectual property. Especially in
view of the fact that enterprises engaged in research will make investment only if strong legal
protection is available for the result of their research and therefore the TRIPS agreement is a
step forward in this direction. The IDAs also play an important role in conservation of
bio techno lo gical inven tions. A cu lture co llection cen tre no t on ly sto res valuab le microo rganisms
but also stores other useful biological materials which can be used in research, agriculture,
indu stry, an d p harmaceu tical secto r etc. Everyday n ew microo rgan isms are b ein g d iscovered and
the IDA provides a platform for storage of these bacterial strains in pure form thus preventing
the loss of biodiversity. The stored bacterial strains can further be utilised for research and
potential application. To convert a culture collection centre into an IDA requires huge financial
suppo rt, inf rastru ctu re and manpo wer wh ich itself is a b ig challen ge. Th e Bud apest Treaty gives
provisions for interstate deposition of microorganisms in an IDA. Valuable bacterial strains
found in countries where there is no IDA can be deposited in IDA of other countries. It is
important to understand that the misuse of IDA should also be avoided. IDA stores both
patho gen ic and non -p atho gen ic bacteria; patho gen ic b acteria cou ld b e used in mak in g b io lo gical
weapons. In upcoming years, more and more countries will ratify the Budapest Treaty and give
emphasis on storage of valuable microorganisms at culture collection centres for their better
utilisation.
Bio techn olo gical inv en tions were earlier in terp reted in d ifferen t way s by d ifferen t patent off ices
of the world but discussions and unification of ideas have emerged in some cases while
differences, on various aspects of protection of biotechnological inventions through patents and
the Budapest Treaty, still persist. However, it remains to be seen how the issue of protection of
biotechnological inventions by patents is dealt with by the policymakers of countries. It is
expected in the near future that these will also be solved and common ground will be laid down
in the context of the present TRIPS regulations.

36

Singh, supra note 2.
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